


Of Craft
Watches with a design aesthetic endearingly crafted. Where vintage styling dovetails with contemporary 
chic. 

Of Whim 
Watches to evoke treasured memories of yesteryear and stir excitement of events yet to pass.

Of Fashion
Watches to epitomise trend-led sophistication; with colours and tones in thrall to vogue. Watches to epitomise trend-led sophistication; with colours and tones in thrall to vogue. 

Of London
Watches to define a city renowned for culture and synonymous with innovation. 

Our Story
Elie Beaumont watches reflect a desire to create timepieces bearing the hallmark of quintessential
British style. Watches that are representative of this generation’s appetite for distinctive and fun creations; 
watches that pair unique colours and textures of premium leather with classic designs. 

A flair for reinterpreting and renewing elegant styles have helped curate a range that captures the current A flair for reinterpreting and renewing elegant styles have helped curate a range that captures the current 
mood and portray impeccable senses of both style and grace. 

It is our followers’ enthusiasm for our design that have helped us produce beautiful timepieces. We know it’s 
important we love our watches personally and greet each new style with a smile on our face. 
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B elgravia  
Rock that retro aesthetic.

On trend. Style Led. Accessible to All.
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Hampton  
Cherish the passing of time with symbols of love, 

strength and unity. 
Uniquely, each of the range has a symbol 

working as the second hand. 
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B ayswater
Deep dive into luscious colours, shades and textures.

A statement of hip being square.
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Holborn  
The allure of attraction; a magnetised self-fastening 
clasp on a soft to-the-touch Milanese bracelet. 
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Hampstead
Decadent rose gold trimmings in tandem with summer 

infused pastel dials and straps.
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M arlow
The latest micro sized addition to the 

Elie Beaumont stable; 
Delicate. Delectable. Definitive. 
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S horeditch
Featuring oil infused dials crafted to lend extra 

texture-layered dimensions of 
personality to each piece. 
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Vegan  
Featuring straps produced from Pinatex ®; 
Sustainably sourced and eco-friendly. 
A lifestyle choice for the Millennium.
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Oxford 
An ultra thin slim case in perfect 

harmony with a fashionably clear dial: 
brought to vibrant life with an array of 

bold strap colours. 
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Oxford M esh 
Adorning the Oxford dial with the 
on trend Milanese bracelet. 

A contemporary twist on a classic tale.
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www.facebook.com/eliebeaumont

www.instagram.com/eliebeaumont

Contact Elie B eaumont
Email: hello@eliebeaumont.com
Call: + 44(0) 208 534 1230


